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Photoinduced electmn manafer In organic molecules is a topic of fundamental interest in photopliysici and for appliwtims to mificial photosynthesis tlighly efiicicot ultrafast electmn tmsfer from photoencited conjugated polymers to Caa has been reportsd [I] ; che back transfer is lhcavily hindered, thus providing a stabilkation mechanism of the photogenerated charges. The detailed lime resolution afthii procer is needed to shed light on the charge transfer mechanism
In lhir work we perform ultrafast experimenls on conjugated polymeriC, blend. with suhIO.fr lime resolution. We am able to time resokc for the first time the charge "fer proces, obtaining R fiiile conslant 1-45 fs. The ex~itatioii source is a visible optical pmametri~ amplifier [2] providing ullrabruadband puls?es with wC10-fs duration and Dpectrum wending from 520 to 720 nm. We excite lhin films of poly [2-metLoxy, 5-(3',7' ~ dimethyliletyl~~y)]-p-phenylene vinylene (MDMO-PPV), blcnded with Go, with a I : I ratio in molCFulat EOnSenhTtiOn; a1 these high Cu concentmtion~ we marure tho intrinsic charge (rawfer pmcens unaffected by diffirim. For comparison we also study pur< MUMO-PPV dims.
Fzg. l(3) s h o w as solid line thc diffcrential transmimion (Ar) signal for pure MDMD-PPV at
the pro& wavelength of 580 nm. The IearUres at negative and nmr-zero delays are due to coherent artifarl%. The AT signal has positive sign and is assigned to stimulated emision from the excited state The IfToiig oY-illalions superimposed on lhe signal (see Fourier spcctmm in Fig. Ib) reflect the whratiiinal modes coupled to the excited EBC. B y blending with C , , the signal changes dramatically (dashed line ill Fig. I@) ). .rim ~e l a y (fs) Frequency (em-' )
